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iRise Reader Quick Reference 
 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide a quick reference for reviewing an iDoc using the iRise Reader.  With iRise Reader, you 
will be able to interact with the simulation, read all associated text, and add comments in the form of notes or feedback. 
 

Downloading the iRise Reader 
iRise Reader is a free download that is required to view and interact with iDocs. 

To download iRise Reader: 

1. Go to the iRise website and enter in registration information to download the reader.  https://irise-
reader.subscribenet.com/control/irir/signup 

2. Follow the instructions to install the iRise Reader.   

Note:  If you install iRise Studio, iRise Reader is automatically installed. 

 

Viewing and Interacting with an iDoc 
Document and Simulation View: 

 

1. Select Document to go to Document View.  In this view, you can see all of the associated text that has been created for 
the simulation.  You can also interact with the simulation. 

2. Select Simluation to go to Simulation View.  In this view, you can interact with the simulation as if you were the end-user.  
You need to be in this view if you want to add comments. 

View Directory: 

Click on the following icons in the upper left hand corner to expand/collapse the directory of Chapters in the project. 

       

Expand Directory  Collapse Directory 

 
Entities Used to Define Scenarios within iRise 
 

 The Start is used to identify the start of the scenario. 
 

 Clouds are used to represent pieces of functionality that do not have a meaningful translation and/or 
functionality and procedural steps that may eventually correspond to pages in the application.  Many times 
these are used to represent backend systems that can be treated like a black box or pages where the details 
are not known or do not matter in the context of the simulation. 

 

 Decisions are used to represent navigational branching (decision points, logic, or business rules) that dictates 
the user's path through the application based on some criteria. 

 

  Pages are used to represent potential events and/or interactions within the simulation. 
 

https://irise-reader.subscribenet.com/control/irir/signup
https://irise-reader.subscribenet.com/control/irir/signup
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 Scenarios are used to represent links to other scenarios within the project. 

 

 
Viewing Simulation Guides  
Guides provide instructions on how to interact with the various features of the simulation. 

To review guides: 

  

1. Click on Guides in the Simulation Browser Toolbar 

• Any widgets containing guides will appear with a small guide icon in the upper right corner 

2. As you hover over widget containing guides, the list of guides is displayed 

3. Click on the small guide icon to view the list of comments in a scrolling panel 

 

Providing Feedback through the Browser Using Comments 
You can provide feedback on the simulation through the browser using Comments.   You can review existing comments and/or add 
additional comments. 

  

To review existing feedback: 

     

1. Click on the Comment Panel  in the Simulation Browser Toolbar to make it On. 

2. A Comment Panel will appear displaying all comments in the project. 

  

 

3. Use the Sort dropdown to sort the comments by different options. 

 

4. Use the Options dropdown to: 
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o Filter by Page:   

- If enabled, only comments specific to the page show when that page is selected.   

- If disabled, all project comments are shown in the panel regardless to which page is selected.   

 

o Show closed comments: 

- If enabled, all comments are shown (regardless of their open/close state). 

- If disabled, only open comments are shown. 

o Export: 

- This exports all comments into a .csv file. 

 

To add a new feedback: 

1. Click on the Add Comment button on the toolbar   

2. Enter your comment text. 

3. (Optional) You can click on Associate to widget and choose a widget on the page to associate the comment to. 

 

4. Click Save when done. 

Comment when not associated to a widget:   
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Comment when associated to a widget: 

 

 

 

Comments can be collected through the browser while interacting with projects on your private Studio, on the Definition Center or 
in an iDoc.  Comments added to an iDoc through the iRise Reader can be imported back into the original project. 

 

After you have reviewed the iDoc and added comments, it is good practice to rename the iDoc before emailing it back to the owner.  
(e.g. [iDoc Name]_[Your Name].idoc) 

 

http://127.0.0.1/iRise/WebHelp/iRise_Studio/Modeling/Notes/Import_comments_from_an_iDoc.htm
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